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In Aaondmont 52, Pacific Gas and Electric Ceqxny used the event trees
fnxa NASi-1400 to describe the response of the plant to various seismically,
induced initiat1ng events (QXM, transients, etc.) and fault trees were
generated to dotemAm the various ways tho enginccrcd safety features
ceded faD. To quantH'y the trees, exgmnent failure rates wore detereim4
as a function of acceleration. 'or cenpmmats seisnLcally qoslifiei by
testing, PG and H assum< the failure rates wore the randan failure rates
presented in lOSf&1400 for cumkorations below that at vldeh the test was
per&need ond 1.0 for accelerations greater than the test acceleratioe. For
oUer ceaponents, peak stress was obtldned as a function of acceleration.
The faQure rate was assumed to be the ran$Rn failuxe rate &m MS)-1400
for stxessos below a lmer '"pivot point" of the yield stress for ceqxments -'= "„',.l
and 5.~ for piping. 3ho failure rate was ossuald to vary linearly with " " "",-'.
accelerothm above this value roaching a volvo of 1.0 at an ~yex'pivot
point" of the ultimate stress for cottponents and 7.2Sh for piping. 'Ihe "

'auIttrees were then quantifiei for o range of accelerations and convoluted,. -.!'"
with the probability of a given accelcratioa as detenuhmd, by John BIulefor the applicant yielding tbo probability of systea fai1ure os e fumMon,'f

acceleration.
I

The systea failuro pxobabQ,ities vere cern'ined to determine tho Xikelihood '" „-,",
of the accident scqucaM:es identified by the event trees. These scquaaces
were grouped into tlat release categories of )658-1490. By integrating over ~

all accelerations, the probability of a release category occurring due to a"
'ei5RQcovcnt %8$ dctexKlincdi These served as SDDput io a conscxpJcncc 50801

devaloped by the opyElcation.

Me have reviewed AmdaNnt $2 and have prepared a draft RR section on the: !'~;
reaQ.ts of our rcwiew. TMs was tronstaittcd to NR by ecueranduu dated
December 30, 1977 fxon I. B. VaD to J. P. Stol@ (copy attached). ~,
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As noted therein, vo concluded the applicant's analy~s Morc not unreasonable.
tRmcver, ae indicated the applicant's cuM's nip)t be low by a factor of
five with orxor bounds Mdch might extend to at least a factor of five oa„„;, „...
probability and tlaeo on dose, excluding considoration of the lit'elijeod
of a given acceloration or of variations in component response to scie6c
accelerations. 3ecause of the low population density around the Mablo
Canyon site, ~e concluded that "the risk to the public fren a seismically-
induced reactor accident at Diablo Canyon is lover than the overall risk
associated vith licensed nuclear power plants similar to those analyzed
in the Reactor Safety Study." A detailed listing of tho reuQ.ts of our
review of various olements of ties PGfiP. study is presented in Pnclosure A.
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B>closure A

Results of Review of Amendment 52, Diablo Can on Units 1 and 2

1. Ne have not evaluated Blume's estimate of earthquake

frequencies.

2. The Surry event trees do not adequately represent Diablo

Canyon but the system-to-system dependencies appear to have

been adequately treated in the fault trees.

3. Risk is dominated by the failure of the switchyard diesels

and turbine-driven feedwater pump at 0.9g. Common mode failures

are unimportant since core melt is predicted to have a probability

of 1.0 for a 0.9g earthquake.

4. The estimation of component failure probabilities as a function

of acceleration appears to be conservative. The results are

not sensitive to failure probabilities based on stress because

of the dominance of the AC power and auxiliary feedwater pump

failures..

5. The release category assignments are based on the 1YASH-1400

CORRAL runs for Surry rather than separate analyses for Diablo

Canyon. The release categories should be reasonably comparable

and calculated doses should not be in error by more than a

factor of three due to this assumption.
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6. Ãe have not reviewed the fault trees in detail because of the

dominance of loss of ac power. '&e xesults are relatively

insensitive to an error of an order of magnitude in fault tree

results.

7. Consequences were calculated using a sector-averaged model.

This can reduce calculated doses by about a factor of five

compaxed to the RSS model.

8. The applicant assumed time invariant wind speed and stability.

This may underestimate the ccdf for early fatalities by about a

factor of 10 compared to the RSS model.

9. The applicant did not include plume rise. This could lead

to an overestimate of concentration and doses by about a

factor of 10 compared to the RSS model.

10. The applicant used a simplified model for downwind decay,

plume depletion and finite cloud correction factors which

could lead to overestimating higher dose predictions.

« ~
«««

t

ll. Precipitation has not been considered by PG<E. This could

~ lead to underestimating the ccdf in the high consequence, low

probability range.

12. The method used to combine various parts 'of the consequence

model assumes independence which does not exist. This can

lead to an overestimate of predicted doses. ~ Itg
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August 15, 1979

Note to Tom Rehm

In the event you were not aware of it, Harold Denton recently, issued
a directive to NRR staff which stated, among other things', that letters
prepared in NRR need not routinely be sent to OELD for review which had
been past practice. The attached is one of the letters that was.deemed
not necessary to send to OELD under the new, policy.

Me have no legal objection to'he attached letter. However,'' we believe
that the first paragraph of the letter should be'evised to provide an
explanation to the Congressman why the EDO and not the Chairman is
responding. The paragraph should be revised to read something like this:

"Thank you for your letter of July 13, 1979 addressed to Chairman Hendrie.
in which you identified several issues for our consideration regarding the
Diablo Canyon nuclear power plant Unit l. As you have noted in your letter
the licensing of that facility is now pending before the Commission. Be-
cause of that fact it was deemed inappropriate for the Chairman or a

* 'ommissioner to respond personally to your letter since the Commission wi 11
be reviewing the rulings and decisions of "the presiding Atomic Safety and
Licensing Boar d. Such rulings and decisions will deal with the very matters
you have raised in your letter. Accordingly, the Chairman has requested me

to respond to your letter. It is my pleasure to do so."

I appreciate your keeping an eye out for these letters. You will probably
see many of them in the future which have not been ra~ed- by OELD.

Thomas F. Engelhardt
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